NEW Aeoon Kyo Compact Series

‘NEW Release - Kyo Compact Series‘

Touchscreen & intuitive Software-Design

High precision linear axis

Durable machine body for industrial use

Up to 8 Printheads with 600dpi

Aeoon Compact Series
The Aeoon Kyo Compact Series is our newest addition to our range of digital
direct to garment textile printers. We made the effort to listen to the needs of
our customers and designed a completely new machine that lives up to their
requirements. The Aeoon Compact Series is smaller and elegant, yet equally
durable than our well-known Aeoon Kyo Series. Therefore, it is perfect for
businesses with limited space availability.
But even though we reduced the size, we did not want to lower our aspirations
in terms of speed and output. The Aeoon Kyo Compact Series can reach
printing speeds of up to 950 T-Shirts per hour (A4 print size, depending on
image and resolution).
Features:
• Slim, elegant design
• Up to 950 T-Shirts per hour
• Maximum printing size: 40x50cm
• Temperature controlled ink compartment (optional)
• Nano-coated machine body for easy cleaning (optional)
• Size: 2,8m x 2,2m x 1,7m // Weight: 1.500kg
The machine is available with four or eight print heads that can be configured
according to your needs.

Customize
with Add-Ons
2

Two Exchangeable Palletts

Automatic Cleaning
and Capping Station

The version with four printheads can print in CYMK on light and white garments. The version with eight print heads can either print with twice the
CMYK heads on light and white garments or in CMYK and white on every
color, including dark garments.

Print output per hour
Output A4

Aeoon Kyo Digital Series - Dimensions: 4,1m x 2,2m x 2,0m // 2.000kg
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NEW Aeoon Kyo Compact Series - Dimensions: 2,8m x 2,2m x 1,7m // 1.500kg
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